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Solid Electrical Insulating Materials and Insulating Systems Sectional Committee, ETD 02

NATIONAL FOREWORD

This Indian Standard (Part 1) (Second Revision) which is identical with IEC 60216-1 : 2001 ‘Electrical
insulating materials — Properties of thermal endurance — Part 1: Ageing procedures and evaluation
of test results’ issued by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) was adopted by the
Bureau of Indian Standards on the recommendation of the Solid Electrical Insulating Materials and
Insulating Systems Sectional Committee and approval of the Electrotechnical Division Council.

This standard was first published in 1977 and subsequently revised in 1994 to align it with
IEC 60216-1 : 1990. This revision is being undertaken to align the standard with the latest version of
IEC 60216-1 : 2001.

The text of IEC Standard has been approved as suitable for publication as an Indian Standard without
deviations. Certain terminology and conventions are, however, not identical to those used in Indian
Standards. Attention is particularly drawn to the following:

a) Wherever the words ‘International Standard’ appear referring to this standard, they should
be read as ‘Indian Standard’.

b) Comma (,) has been used as a decimal marker, while in Indian Standards the current
practice is to use a point (.) as the decimal marker.

In this adopted standard, reference appears to certain International Standards for which Indian
Standards also exist. The corresponding Indian Standards, which are to be substituted in their
respective places are listed below along with their degree of equivalence for the editions indicated:

          International Standard  Corresponding Indian Standard Degree of Equivalence

IEC 60050 (212) : 1990 International
Electrotechnical Vocabulary (IEV) —
Chapter 212: Insulating solids,
liquids and gases
IEC 60212 : 1971 Standard
conditions for use prior to and during
the test ing of sol id electr ical
insulating materials
IEC 60216-2 : 1990 Guide for the
determination of thermal endurance
properties of electrical insulating
materials — Part 2: Choice of test
criteria

IEC 60216-3 : 2006 Guide for the
determination of thermal endurance
properties of electrical insulating
materials — Part 3: Instructions for
calculat ing thermal endurance
characteristics

IS 1885 (Part 62) :  1993
Electrotechnical vocabulary: Part 62
Insulating solids, liquids and gases
(first revision)
IS 2260 : 1973 Preconditioning,
conditioning and testing of solid
electrical insulating materials (first
revision)
IS 8504 (Part 2) : 2012 Electrical
insulating materials — Thermal
endurance propert ies: Part 2
Determination of thermal endurance
properties of electrical insulating
materials — Choice of test criteria
(first revision)
IS 8504 (Part 4) : 2012  Electrical
insulating materials — Thermal
endurance propert ies: Part 4
Instructions for calculating thermal
endurance characteristics (f irst
revision)

Identical

Technically Equivalent

Identical to
IEC 60216-2 : 2005

Identical to
IEC 60216-3 : 2006

(Continued on third cover)

 



INTRODUCTION

The listing of the thermal capabilities of electrical insulating materials, based on service
experience, was found to be impractical, owing to the rapid development of polymer and
insulation technologies and the long time necessary to acquire appropriate service
experience. Accelerated ageing and test procedures were therefore required to obtain the
necessary information. The IEC 60216 series has been developed to formalize these
procedures and the interpretation of their results.

Physico-chemical models postulated for the ageing processes led to the almost universal
assumption of the Arrhenius equations to describe the rate of ageing. Out of this arose
the concept of the temperature index (TI) as a single-point characteristic based upon
accelerated ageing data. This is the numerical value of the temperature in °C at which the
time taken for deterioration of a selected property to reach an accepted end-point is that
specified (usually 20 000 h).

NOTE The term Arrhenius is widely used (and understood) to indicate a linear relationship between the logarithm
of a time and the reciprocal of the thermodynamic (absolute or kelvin) temperature. The correct usage is restricted
to such a relationship between a reaction rate constant and the thermodynamic temperature. The common usage is
employed throughout this standard.

The large statistical scatter of test data which was found, together with the frequent
occurrence of substantial deviations from the ideal behaviour, demonstrated the need for tests
to assess the validity of the basic physico-chemical model. The application of conventional
statistical tests, as set out in IEC 60493, fulfilled this requirement, resulting in the "confidence
limit", (TC) of TI, but the simple, single-point TI was found inadequate to describe the
capabilities of materials. This led to the concept of the "Thermal Endurance Profile" (TEP)
given in the second edition of this part of IEC 60216, incorporating the temperature index, its
variation with specified ageing time, and a confidence limit.

A complicating factor is that the properties of a material subjected to thermal ageing may not
all deteriorate at the same rate, and different end-points may be relevant for different
applications. Consequently, a material may be assigned more than one temperature index,
derived, for example, from the measurement of different properties and the use of different
end-point times.

A useful addition to the standard was the relative temperature index (RTI) obtained by simul-
taneous ageing of a known reference material with the test material, eliminating some of the
uncertainties associated with, for example, oven temperature control.

It was subsequently found that the statistical confidence index included in the TEP was not
widely understood or used. However, the statistical tests were considered essential,
particularly after minor modifications to make them relate better to practical circumstances:
the concept of the halving interval (HIC) was introduced to indicate the rate of change of
ageing time with temperature. TEP was then abandoned, with the TI and HIC being reported
in a way which indicated whether or not the statistical tests had been fully satisfied. At the
same time, the calculation procedures were made more comprehensive, enabling full
statistical testing of data obtained using a diagnostic property of any type, including the
particular case of partially incomplete data. The calculation procedures (by now quite
complex) were made more acceptable by the provision of computer programmes suitable for
low-price personal computers.
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At the time of preparation of the present edition, it was decided that RTI should be made the
subject of a separate standard.

Simultaneously with the development of the IEC 60216 series, other standards were being
developed in ISO, intended to satisfy a similar requirement for plastics and rubber materials.
These are ISO 2578 and ISO 11346 respectively, which use less rigorous statistical
procedures and more restricted experimental techniques. It is hoped that the wide availability
of the computer facilities mentioned above and the inclusion of a section of simplified
procedures will remove the need for these separate standards.

IEC 60216, which deals with the determination of thermal endurance properties of electrical
insulating materials is composed of several parts:

Part 1: Ageing procedures and evaluation of test results;

Part 2: Choice of test criteria;

Part 3: Instruction for calculating thermal endurance characteristics;

Part 4-1: Ageing ovens – Section 1: Single-chamber ovens;

Part 4-2: Ageing ovens – Precision ovens for use up to 300 °C;

Part 4-3: Ageing ovens – Multi-chamber ovens;

Part 5: Guidelines for the application of thermal endurance characteristics.

NOTE  This series may be extended. For revisions and new parts, see the current catalogue of IEC publications
for an up-to-date list.

IS 8504 (Part 1) : 2012
IEC 60216-1 : 2001
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1 Scope

This part of IEC 60216 specifies the general ageing conditions and procedures to be used for
deriving thermal endurance characteristics and gives guidance in using the detailed
instructions and guidelines in the other parts of the standard.

Simplified procedures are also given, with the conditions under which these procedures may
be used.

Although originally developed for use with electrical insulating materials and simple
combinations of such materials, the procedures are considered to be of more general
applicability and are widely used in the assessment of materials not intended for use as
electrical insulation.

In the application of this standard, it is assumed that a practically linear relationship exists
between the logarithm of the time required to cause the predetermined property change and
the reciprocal of the corresponding absolute temperature (Arrhenius relationship).

For the valid application of the standard, no transition, in particular no first-order transition,
should occur in the temperature range under study.

Throughout the rest of this standard the term "insulating materials" is always taken to mean
"insulating materials and simple combinations of such materials".

2 Normative references

The following normative documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text,
constitute provisions of this part of IEC 60216. For dated references, subsequent amend-
ments to, or revisions of, any of these publications do not apply. However, parties to
agreements based on this part of IEC 60216 are encouraged to investigate the possibility of
applying the most recent editions of the normative documents indicated below. For undated
references, the latest edition of the normative document referred to applies. Members of IEC
and ISO maintain registers of currently valid International Standards.

IEC 60050(212):1990, International Electrotechnical Vocabulary (IEV) – Chapter 212:
Insulating solids, liquids and gases

IEC 60212:1971, Standard conditions for use prior to and during the testing of solid electrical
insulating materials

IEC 60216-2:1990, Guide for the determination of thermal endurance properties of electrical
insulating materials – Part 2: Choice of test criteria
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IEC 60216-3, Guide for the determination of thermal endurance properties of electrical
insulating materials – Part 3: Instructions for calculating thermal endurance characteristics

IEC 60216-4-1:1990, Guide for the determination of thermal endurance properties of electrical
insulating materials – Part 4: Ageing ovens – Section 1: Single-chamber ovens

IEC 60493-1:1974, Guide for the statistical analysis of ageing test data – Part 1: Methods
based on mean values of normally distributed test results

ISO 291:1997, Plastics – Standard atmospheres for conditioning and testing

ISO 2578:1993, Plastics – Determination of time-temperature limits after prolonged exposure
to heat

ISO 11346:1997, Rubber, vulcanized or thermoplastic – Estimation of life-time and maximum
temperature of use from an Arrhenius plot

3 Terms, definitions, symbols and abbreviated terms

3.1 Terms and definitions

For the purposes of this part of IEC 60216, the following definitions apply:

3.1.1
temperature index
TI
numerical value of the temperature in degrees Celsius derived from the thermal endurance
relationship at a time of 20 000 h (or other specified time)
[IEV 212-02-08, modified]

3.1.2
halving interval
HIC
numerical value of the temperature interval in kelvins which expresses the halving of the time
to end-point taken at the temperature equal to TI
[IEV 212-02-10, modified]

3.1.3
thermal endurance graph
graph in which the logarithm of the time to reach a specified end-point in a thermal endurance
test is plotted against the reciprocal thermodynamic (absolute) test temperature
[IEV 212-02-07]

3.1.4
thermal endurance graph paper
graph paper having a logarithmic time scale as the ordinate, graduated in powers of ten
(from 10 h to 100 000 h is often a convenient range). Values of the abscissa are proportional
to the reciprocal of the thermodynamic (absolute) temperature. The abscissa is usually
graduated in a non-linear (Celsius) temperature scale oriented with temperature increasing
from left to right.

3.1.5
ordered data
set of data arranged in sequence so that, in the appropriate direction through the sequence,
each member is greater than, or equal to, its predecessor.

NOTE  Ascending order in this standard implies that the data is ordered in this way, the first order-statistic being
the smallest.
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3.1.6
order-statistics
each individual value in a set of ordered data is referred to as an order-statistics identified by
its numerical position in the sequence

3.1.7
incomplete data
ordered data, where the values above and/or below defined points are not known

3.1.8
censored data
incomplete data, where the number of unknown values is known.
NOTE  If the censoring is begun above/below a specified numerical value, the censoring is of type 1. If above/
below a specified order-statistic, it is of type 2. This standard is concerned only with type 2.

3.1.9
degrees of freedom
number of data values minus the number of parameter values

3.1.10
variance of a data set
sum of the squares of the deviations of the data from a reference level defined by one or more
parameters, divided by the number of degrees of freedom
NOTE  The reference level may for example, be a mean value (one parameter) or a line (two parameters, slope
and intercept.

3.1.11
covariance of data sets
for two sets of data with equal numbers of elements where each element in one set
corresponds to one in the other, the sum of the products of the deviations of the corres-
ponding members from their set means, divided by the number of degrees of freedom

3.1.12
regression analysis
process of deducing the best-fit line expressing the relation of corresponding members of two
data groups by minimizing the sum of squares of deviations of members of one of the groups
from the line.

NOTE  The parameters are referred to as the regression coefficients.

3.1.13
correlation coefficient
number expressing the completeness of the relation between members of two data sets, equal
to the covariance divided by the square root of the product of the variances of the sets

NOTE  The value of its square is between 0 (no correlation) and 1 (complete correlation).

3.1.14
confidence limit
TC
statistical parameter, calculated from the test data, which with 95 % confidence constitutes a
lower limit for the true value of the temperature index estimated by TI
NOTE 1  95 % confidence implies that there is only 5 % probability that the true value of the temperature index is
actually smaller than TC.

NOTE 2  In other connections, confidence values other than 95 % may sometimes be used; for example, in the
linearity test for destructive test data.
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3.1.15
destructive test
diagnostic property test, where the test specimen is irreversibly changed by the property
measurement, in a way which precludes a repeated measurement on the same specimen

3.1.16
non-destructive test
diagnostic property test, where the properties of the test specimen are not permanently
changed by the measurement, so that a further measurement on the same specimen may be
made after appropriate treatment

3.1.17
proof test
diagnostic property test, where each test specimen is, at the end of each ageing cycle,
subjected to a specified stress, further ageing cycles being conducted until the specimen fails
on testing

3.1.18
temperature group (of specimens)
number of specimens being exposed together to the same temperature ageing in the same
oven

NOTE Where there is no risk of ambiguity, either temperature groups or test groups may be referred to simply as
groups.

3.1.19
test group (of specimens)
number of specimens removed together from a temperature group (as above) for destructive
testing

3.2 Symbols and abbreviated terms

Clause

a,b Regression coefficients

a,b,c,d Numbers of specimens for destructive tests .......................................................... 5.3.2.3, 7.2.3

n Number of y-values .............................................................................................. 6.4.1

N Total number of test specimens ............................................................................ 5.3.2.3, 7.2.3

mi Number of specimens in temperature group i (censored data) ................................ 6.3.2

r Correlation coefficient .......................................................................................... 7.6.3

F Fisher distributed stochastic variable .................................................................... 6.6.1

sy Square root of mean square deviation of points from regression line

x Reciprocal thermodynamic temperature (1/Θ)

y Logarithm of time to end-point

ϑ Temperature, °C

Θ Temperature, thermodynamic (kelvins)

Θ0 Value in kelvins of 0 °C (273,15 K)

τ Time (to end-point)

χ2 χ2-distributed stochastic variable

µ2 Central second moment of group of values

TI Temperature Index

TC Lower 95 % confidence limit of TI

HIC Halving interval at temperature equal to TI

TEP Thermal endurance profile

RTI Relative temperature index
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4 Synopsis of procedures

4.1 Full procedures

The standardized procedure for the evaluation of the thermal properties of a material consists
of a sequence of steps, as follows.

NOTE It is strongly recommended that the full evaluation procedure, as described below and in 5.1 to 5.8, be
used. Because the calculations as specified in IEC 60216-3 are complex and tedious if carried out using a hand
calculator, IEC 60216-3 also contains a computer programme which greatly simplifies the task, and, in addition,
displays the thermal endurance graph on the computer screen.

a) Preparing suitable specimens appropriate for the intended property measurements
(see 5.3).

b) Subjecting groups of specimens to ageing at several fixed levels of elevated temperature,
either continuously, or cyclically for a number of periods between which the specimens are
normally returned to room temperature or another standard temperature (see 5.5).

c) Subjecting specimens to a diagnostic procedure in order to reveal the degree of ageing.
Diagnostic procedures may be non-destructive or destructive determinations of a property
or potentially destructive proof tests (see 5.1 and 5.2).

d) Extending the continuous heat exposure or the thermal cycling until the specified
end-point, i.e. failure of specimens or a specified degree of change in the measured
property, is reached (see 5.1, 5.2 and 5.5).

e) Reporting the test results in a way depending on the kind of ageing procedure (continuous
or cyclic) and diagnostic procedure (see under item c)): ageing curves, or time or number
of cycles to reach the end-point, for each specimen.

f) Evaluating these data numerically and presenting them graphically, as explained in 6.1
and 6.8.

g) Expressing the complete information in abbreviated numerical form, as described in 6.2 by
means of the temperature index and halving interval.

The full experimental and evaluation procedures are given in clause 5 to subclause 6.8.

4.2 Simplified numerical and graphical evaluation procedures

Simplified procedures, which do not test the data dispersion but only deviations from linear
behaviour, are also available. These are described in 7.1 to 7.6.

It is also possible, with some limitations, to evaluate the thermal endurance data graphically.
In this case, statistical assessment of data dispersion is not possible, but it is considered
important to evaluate any deviation of the data from the linear relationship. Instructions for the
graphical procedures are also given in 7.1 to 7.6.
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5 Detailed experimental procedures

5.1 Selection of test procedures

5.1.1 General considerations

Each test procedure should specify the shape, dimensions and number of the test specimens,
the temperatures and times of exposure, the property to which TI is related, the methods of its
determination, the end-point, and the derivation of the thermal endurance characteristics from
the experimental data.

The chosen property should reflect, in a significant fashion if possible, a function of the
material in practical use. A choice of properties is given in IEC 60216-2.

To provide uniform conditions, the conditioning of specimens after removal from the oven and
before measurement may need to be specified.

5.1.2 Specific instructions for determination of TI

If IEC material specifications are available, property requirements in terms of acceptable
lower limits of TI values are usually given. If such material specifications are not available, a
selection of properties and methods for the evaluation of thermal endurance is given in
IEC 60216-2. (If such a method cannot be found, an international, national or institution
standard or a specially devised method should be used, and in that order of preference.)

5.1.3 Determination of TI for times other than 20 000 h.

In the majority of cases, the required thermal endurance characteristics are for a projected
duration of 20 000 h. However, there is often a need for such information related to other
longer or shorter times. In cases of longer times, the times given as requirements or
recommendations in the text of this standard (for example, 5 000 h for the minimum value
of the longest time to end-point) shall be increased in the ratio of the actual specification time
to 20 000 h. In the same way, the ageing cycle durations should be changed in approximately
the same ratio. The temperature extrapolation again shall not exceed 25 K. In cases of
shorter specification times, the related times may be decreased in the same ratio if
necessary.

Particular care will be needed for very short specification times, since the higher ageing
temperatures may lead into temperature regions which include transition points, for example,
glass transition temperature or partial melting, with consequent non-linearity. Very long
specification times may also lead to non-linearity (see also annex A).

5.2 Selection of end-points

The thermal endurance of materials may need to be characterized by different endurance data
(derived using different properties and/or end-points), in order to facilitate the adequate
selection of the material in respect of its particular application in an insulation system. See
IEC 60216-2.

There are two alternative ways in which the end-point may be defined.

a) As a percentage increase or decrease in the measured value of the property from the
original level. This approach will provide comparisons among materials but bears a poorer
relationship than item b) to the property values required in normal service. For the
determination of the initial value, see 5.4.
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b) As a fixed value of the property. This value might be selected with respect to usual service
requirements. End-points of proof tests are predominantly given in the form of fixed values
of the property.

The end-point should be selected to indicate a degree of deterioration of the insulating
material which has reduced its ability to withstand a stress encountered in actual service in an
insulation system. The degree of degradation indicated as the end-point of the test should be
related to the allowable safe value for the material property which is desired in practice.

5.3 Preparation and number of test specimens

5.3.1 Preparation

The specimens used for the ageing test should constitute a random sample from the
population investigated and are to be treated uniformly.

The material specifications or the test standards will contain all necessary instructions for the
preparation of specimens.

The thickness of specimens is in some cases specified in the list of property measurements
for the determination of thermal endurance. See IEC 60216-2. If not, the thickness shall be
reported. Some physical properties are sensitive even to minor variations of specimen
thickness. In such cases, the thickness after each ageing period may need to be determined
and reported if required in the relevant specification.

The thickness is also important because the rate of ageing may vary with thickness. Ageing
data of materials with different thicknesses are not always comparable. Consequently, a
material may be assigned more than one thermal endurance characteristic derived from the
measurement of properties at different thicknesses.

The tolerances of specimen dimensions should be the same as those normally used for
general testing; where specimen dimensions need smaller tolerances than those normally
used, these special tolerances should be given. Screening measurements ensure that
specimens are of uniform quality and typical of the material to be tested.

Since processing conditions may significantly affect the ageing characteristics of some
materials, it shall be ensured that, for example, sampling, cutting sheet from the supply roll,
cutting of anisotropic material in a given direction, moulding, curing, pre-conditioning, are
performed in the same manner for all specimens.

5.3.2 Number of specimens

The accuracy of endurance test results depends largely on the number of specimens aged
at each temperature. Instructions for an adequate number of specimens are given in
IEC 60216-3. Generally, the following instructions (5.3.2.1 to 5.3.2.3), which influence the
testing procedure given in 5.8, apply.

It is good practice to prepare additional specimens, or at least to provide a reserve of the
original material batch from which such specimens may subsequently be prepared. In this
way, any required ageing of additional specimens in case of unforeseen complications will
introduce a minimum risk of producing systematic differences between groups of specimens.
Such complications may arise, for example, if the thermal endurance relationship turns out to
be non-linear, or if specimens are lost due to thermal runaway of an oven.
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Where the test criterion for non-destructive or proof tests is based upon the initial value of the
property, this should be determined from a group of specimens of at least twice the number of
specimens in each temperature group. For destructive tests, see 5.3.2.3.

5.3.2.1 Number of specimens for non-destructive tests

For each exposure temperature, in most cases a group of five specimens will be adequate.
However, further guidance will be found in IEC 60216-3.

5.3.2.2 Number of specimens for proof tests

In most cases a group of at least 11 specimens for each exposure temperature will be
required. For graphical derivation and in some other cases the treatment of data may be
simpler if the number of specimens in each group is odd. Further guidance will be found in
IEC 60216-3.

5.3.2.3 Number of specimens for destructive tests

This number (N) is derived as follows: N = a × b × c + d

where

a is the number of specimens in a test group undergoing identical treatment at one
temperature and discarded after determination of the property (usually five);

b is the number of treatments, i.e. total number of exposure times, at one temperature;

c is the number of ageing temperature levels;

d is the number of specimens in the group used to establish the initial value of the property.
Normal practice is to select d = 2a when the diagnostic criterion is a percentage change of
the property from its initial level. When the criterion is an absolute property level, d is
usually given the value of zero, unless reporting of the initial value is required.

5.4 Establishment of initial property value

Select the specimens for the determination of the initial value of the property to constitute a
random subset of those prepared for ageing. Before determining the property value, these
specimens shall be conditioned by exposure to the lowest level of ageing temperature of the
test (see 5.5) for two days (48 h ± 6 h).

NOTE In some cases (for example, very thick specimens), times greater than two days may be necessary to
establish a stable value.

Unless otherwise stated in the method for determining the diagnostic property (for example,
parts of material specifications dealing with methods of test, or a method listed in
IEC 60216-2), the initial value is the arithmetic mean of the test results.

5.5 Exposure temperatures and times

For TI determinations, test specimens should be exposed to not less than three, preferably at
least four, temperatures covering a sufficient range to demonstrate a linear relationship
between time to end-point and reciprocal thermodynamic (absolute) temperature.
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To reduce the uncertainties in calculating the appropriate thermal endurance characteristic,
the overall temperature range of thermal exposure needs to be carefully selected, observing
the following requirements:

a) the lowest exposure temperature shall be one which will result in a mean or median time
to end-point of more than 5 000 h when determining TI (see also 5.1.3);

b) the extrapolation necessary to establish TI shall not be more than 25 K;

c) the highest exposure temperature shall be one which will result in a mean or median time
to end-point of more than 100 h (if possible, less than 500 h).

NOTE For some materials, it may not be possible to achieve a time to end-point of less than 500 h while retaining
satisfactory linearity. However, it is important that a smaller range of mean times to end-point will lead to a larger
confidence interval of the result for the same data dispersion.

Relevant and detailed instructions on how to proceed using non-destructive, proof or
destructive test criteria are provided in 5.8.

Table 1 gives guidance in making initial selections.

A number of recommendations and suggestions, useful in establishing times and tempe-
ratures, will be found in annex B.

5.6 Ageing ovens

Throughout the heat ageing period, ageing ovens shall maintain, in that part of the working
space where specimens are placed, a temperature with tolerances as given in IEC 60216-4.
Unless otherwise specified, IEC 60216-4-1 shall apply.

The circulation of the air within the oven and the exchange of the air content should be
adequate to ensure that the rate of thermal degradation is not influenced by accumulation of
decomposition products or oxygen depletion (see 5.7).

5.7 Environmental conditions

The effects of special environmental conditions such as extreme humidity, chemical
contamination or vibration in many cases may be more appropriately evaluated by insulation
systems tests. However, environmental conditioning, the influence of atmospheres other than
air and immersion in liquids such as oil may be important, but these are not the concern of
this standard.

5.7.1 Atmospheric conditions during ageing

Unless otherwise specified, ageing shall be carried out in ovens operating in the normal
laboratory atmosphere. However, for some materials very sensitive to the humidity in the
ovens, more reliable results are obtained when the absolute humidity in the ageing oven room
is controlled and equal to the absolute humidity corresponding to standard atmosphere B
according to IEC 60212. This, or other specified conditions, shall then be reported.

5.7.2 Conditions for property measurement

Unless otherwise specified, the specimens shall be conditioned before measurement and
measured under conditions as specified in the material standard specification.
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5.8 Procedure for ageing

This subclause relates to the basic procedures for using:

a) a non-destructive test;

b) a proof test;

c) a destructive test.

Prepare a number of specimens following the instructions in 5.3. If necessary, determine the
initial value of the property as specified in 5.4. Divide the specimens by random selection into
as many groups as there are exposure temperatures.

Establish the exposure temperatures and times in accordance with the instructions of 5.5 (see
also annex B).

Place one group for exposure in each of the ovens complying with 5.6, maintained as closely
as possible to the temperatures selected from table 1.

NOTE 1 It is suggested that individual specimens be identified to simplify their return to the correct oven after
each test.

NOTE 2 Attention should be given to the recommendation in 5.3 to prepare an extra group of reserve specimens
for the purposes stated in annex B, in particular, to be able to initiate early the ageing of new specimens at an
additional level of temperature.

5.8.1 Procedure using a non-destructive test

At the end of each cycle, remove the group of specimens from the respective oven and allow
them to cool to room temperature unless otherwise specified (see 5.7). Some test properties
may require measurement at the oven temperature, in which case the ageing is continuous.

Apply the appropriate test to each specimen and then return the group to the oven from which
they came, at the same temperature as before, and expose for a further cycle. Continue the
cycles of temperature exposure, cooling and application of the test until the average
measured value for the specimens in the group has reached the end-point specified and
provided at least one point beyond the end-point.

Evaluate the results as listed in 6.1 and detailed in IEC 60216-3 and report them as specified
in 6.8.

5.8.2 Procedure using a proof test

Specimens for testing by a proof-test procedure shall be drawn at random from specimens
which have successfully withstood screening by the proof test.

At the end of each cycle, remove all specimens from the oven. After each removal, allow the
specimens to cool to room temperature and then subject each one to the specified proof test.
Return specimens which have withstood the proof test to the oven from which they came, at
the same temperature as before, and expose for a further cycle.

Continue the cycles of temperature exposure, cooling and application of the proof test until
the failure of the median specimen number (m + 1)/2 if the number of specimens (m) is odd, or
(m/2 + 1) if the number of specimens is even. If the results show that this time to end-point is
likely to be reached in about 10 periods of exposure, there is no need to alter the period of
exposure originally selected. If the results do not show this, the period may be changed so
that the median result may be expected in at least seven cycles (preferably about 10)
provided this change in cycle time is made before the fourth cycle.
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The cycles of temperature exposure may be continued until all specimens have failed, so that
a more complete statistical analysis may be made (see IEC 60216-3).

Evaluate the results, as listed in 6.1 and detailed in IEC 60216-3, and report them as
specified in 6.8.

5.8.3 Procedure using a destructive test

For each oven, select at random a test group of the assigned number (= a, see 7.2.3) of
specimens and remove them from the oven after lengths of time chosen in such a way that
the exposure times form a suitable sequence. See 5.5, annex B and table 1.

After each removal, allow the group of specimens to cool to room temperature unless
otherwise specified. For materials in which a significant variation of properties with
temperature or humidity is expected, unless otherwise specified, condition the specimens
overnight in standard atmosphere B of IEC 60212. Test the specimens and plot the results
and the arithmetic mean of the results (or a suitable transform thereof) against the logarithm
of exposure time as given in IEC 60216-3.

Evaluate the results, as listed in 6.1 and detailed in clause 6 of IEC 60216-3, and report as
specified in 6.8.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Numerical analysis of test data

The numerical calculation procedures for the full analysis of data are specified in 6.3 to 6.7.
A simplified procedure is also possible (7.1 to 7.6) which leads to a result not having the
same statistical confidence. The simplified procedure should only be used where there is a
reasonable expectation that the scatter of the experimental data would be sufficiently small
for a satisfactory confidence interval of the temperature index to be obtained (for example,
from prior relevant experience).

The analysis of TI data is based on the assumption that there is a linear relation between the
logarithm of the time to end-point and the reciprocal of the thermodynamic ageing
temperature.

The preferred method of evaluation of TI results is by the numerical procedure detailed in
IEC 60216-3 together with a graphical presentation as shown in figure 4. However, graphical
evaluation is employed when the statistical requirements are not satisfied or when it is felt
desirable for other reasons. In this case, the results shall be plotted using the average
measured temperatures of the ovens (see also annex A).

6.2 Thermal endurance characteristics and formats

The thermal endurance characteristics are

the temperature index, TI,

and the halving interval, HIC

(see 6.7).
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The thermal endurance of an electrical insulating material is always given for a specific
property and end-point. If this is disregarded, any reference to thermal endurance properties
ceases to be meaningful since the properties of a material subjected to thermal ageing may
not all deteriorate at the same rate. Consequently, a material may be assigned more than one
temperature index or halving interval derived, for example, from the measurement of different
properties.

Where the derivation is by the numerical method and the statistical conditions concerning
linearity and dispersion are satisfied, the format is:

TI (HIC): TI value (HIC value),

for example, TI (HIC): 152 (9,0).

The value of TI shall be expressed as the nearest integral value, and of HIC to one decimal
place.

Where the derivation is graphical or the statistical conditions are not satisfied the format is:

Tlg = TI value, HICg = HIC value

for example, TIg = 152, HlCg = 9,0.

If a time different from 20 000 h has been used for deriving the TI, the relevant time
expressed in kh shall be stated, followed by kh. The format of the TI is then:

TI time in kh (HIC): TI value (HIC value)

for example, TI 40 kh (HIC): 131(10,0),

and correspondingly for TIg
for example, TIg 40 kh = 131, HlCg = 10,0.

Where the derivation is by the simplified procedure (see 7.6) the format is:

Tls = TI value, HICs = HIC value

for example, TIs = 152, HlCs = 9,0.

6.3 Times to end-point, x- and y-values

For each temperature group, the x-value shall be calculated using the equation:

x = 1/(ϑ + Θ0) (1)

where ϑ  is the ageing temperature in degrees Celsius, and Θ0 = 273,15 K.

6.3.1 Non-destructive tests

Within each temperature group of specimens, a property value after each ageing period is
obtained for each specimen. From these values, if necessary by interpolation (see figure 1),
obtain the time to end-point and calculate its logarithm as the y-value to be used in 6.4.
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6.3.2 Proof tests

For each specimen in each temperature group, calculate the time to the mid-point of the
ageing period immediately prior to reaching the end-point and take the logarithm of this time
as the value of y.

A time to end-point within the first ageing period shall be treated as invalid. In this case,
either

a) start again with a new group of specimens, or

b) ignore the specimen and reduce the value ascribed to the number (mi) of specimens in
group i by one.

If the end-point is reached for more than one specimen during the first period, discard the
group and test a further group, paying particular attention to any critical points of experimental
procedure.

6.3.3 Destructive tests

Since each specimen is destroyed in making the relevant property measurement, it is not
possible to measure directly the time to end-point for any specimen. Hypothetical times
to end-point are calculated using a mathematical procedure described in detail in 6.1.4 of
IEC 60216-3.

This procedure is based on the assumption that the ageing rate of all specimens aged at one
temperature is the same and can therefore be determined from the ageing rate of the property
means of the successive groups tested. An approximately linear region of the ageing graph is
selected (figure 2) and a line parallel to the mean ageing graph drawn through each (time,
property) point. The intercept of this line with the end-point line gives the logarithm of the
required time to end-point (see figure 3).

NOTE The ageing graph is formed by plotting the value of property or a suitable transform of its value against the
logarithm of the exposure time. It is necessary to ensure that the intercept of the regression line with the time axis
gives the same value as the mean of the intercepts of the individual lines.

The procedure is carried out numerically, and appropriate statistical tests are introduced. The
y-values derived are used in the calculations of 6.4 (see 6.1.4 of IEC 60216-3).

6.4 Means and variances

6.4.1 Complete data

For non-destructive tests and proof tests where the time to end-point is known for all
specimens in a temperature group, the mean y  and variance s2 of the y-values shall be

calculated from the equations:

∑= nyy /  (2)

( )[ ]
( )1

/22
2

−

−
= ∑ ∑

n

nyy
s  (3)

where n is the number of y-values in the group.

For destructive tests, the same procedure shall be used, applied to the hypothetical values of
y obtained as in 6.3.
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6.4.2 Incomplete (censored) data

For non-destructive tests and proof tests where ageing has been terminated before all
specimens in a group have reached end-point, the mean and variance estimates shall be
calculated as in 6.2.1.2 of IEC 60216-3.

6.5 General means and variances and regression analysis

The weighted mean and variance of the y-values and the weighted mean and central second
moment of the x-values shall be calculated as in 6.2.2 of IEC 60216-3.

The regression analysis for slope and intercept of the thermal endurance graph and the tests
for deviations from linearity shall be as in 6.2.3 of IEC 60216-3,

6.6 Statistical tests and data requirements

The following statistical tests are fully specified in 6.3 of IEC 60216-3 and are summarized in
annexes A and B of IEC 60216-3. These tests have been designed to test all important
aspects of the data which might invalidate derivation of thermal endurance characteristics, as
well as to decide whether a failure to satisfy the statistical requirements is of practical
significance.

6.6.1 Data of all types

Before application of the statistical tests, it is necessary that the data satisfy the following
requirements.

a) The mean value of time to end-point at the lowest test temperature shall be not less than
5 000 h (or τ/4 when a time τ different from 20 000 is specified for the temperature index).

b) The difference between the temperature index and the lowest test temperature shall not
be greater than 25 K.

If either of these conditions is not met, the value of TI cannot be reported. In order to carry
out valid calculations, one or more further group(s) of specimens shall be aged at such a
lower temperature as will enable the conditions to be met.

When a set of data is satisfactory with respect to the above requirements, the statistical
requirement is that the difference (TI-TC) between the temperature index (TI) and its lower
95 % confidence limit (TC), is not more than 0,6 HIC. This difference is dependent on the
scatter of the data points, the deviations from linearity in the regression analysis, the number
of data points and the extent of extrapolation.

The general calculation procedures outlined here and detailed in IEC 60216-3 are based on
the principles set out in IEC 60493-1. These may be briefly expressed as follows (see 3.7.1 of
IEC 60493-1).

1) The relation between the mean of the logarithms of the times taken to reach the specified
end-point (times to end-point) and the reciprocal of the thermodynamic (absolute)
temperature is linear.

2) The values of the deviations of the logarithms of the times to end-point from the linear
relation are normally distributed, with a variance which is independent of the ageing
temperature.
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The first assumption is tested by the so-called Fisher test (F-test). In this test, a test
parameter F is calculated from the experimental data and compared with a tabulated value F0.
If F < F0, the assumption of linearity is accepted and the calculation continued. If not, the
assumption is a priori rejected, but, since in special cases it is possible to detect a statistically
significant non-linearity which is of little practical importance, the calculations may, under
specified conditions, be continued in a modified way (for details, see IEC 60216-3).

F0 is chosen so that the test is carried out on significance level 0,05, which means that there
is a probability of 5 % of rejecting the assumption, even if correct (and 95 % probability of
accepting it when correct).

The second assumption is tested by the Bartlett's χ 2-test. The test parameter χ 2 is calculated
from the data and compared with tabulated values of χ 2. If the test parameter χ 2 is greater
than the value tabulated for a significance level of 0,05, the values of χ 2 and the
corresponding probability P from the table shall be reported.

In the case of destructive tests (6.3.3), the linearity of the property values as a function of
time in the vicinity of the end-point is also tested by the F-test (see 6.1.4.4 of IEC 60216-3).

When the scatter of the data is such that the value of TI – TC lies between 0,6 HIC and 1,6
HIC, it is still possible to report an adjusted value TIa instead of the calculated value TI such
that  the difference between the reported value TIa and the lower confidence limit of TI
calculated by the usual procedure is less than or equal to 0,6 HIC (the value TI is replaced by
TIa = TC + 0,6 HIC; see 4.4(3) and 7.3 of IEC 60216-3)

Calculation procedures and suitable restrictions have been developed to meet these circums-
tances and are given in detail in IEC 60216-3. A flow chart and decision table setting out the
procedures and conditions are given in annexes A and B of IEC 60216-3.

6.6.2 Proof tests

For proof-test data, the time to end-point is considered to be the mid-point of the ageing cycle
leading up to failure. Failures at the end of the first ageing cycle cannot be accepted. Either a
new group, possibly with a shorter cycle time, should be started, or the first cycle failure
ignored and the nominal size of the group reduced by one (for example, a temperature group
of 21 would be treated in the mathematical process as 20; see 6.1.3 of IEC 60216-3). In either
case, the specimen preparation technique should be carefully examined.

In all cases, ageing shall be continued until more than one-half of the test specimens in each
group have failed to pass the proof test. It is not necessary for all groups to be equal in size
or for equal numbers to have failed.

6.6.3 Destructive tests

It is normally required that at least three (and preferably more) ageing groups at each
temperature be selected for linearity test, which should be satisfied at significance level 0,05
(see figures 2 and 3 and 6.1.4.4 of IEC 60216-3), and at least one of the means of these
groups should lie above and at least one below the end-point. It is permitted for these
conditions not to be satisfied in specified circumstances. (Either a small extrapolation or
linearity test at significance level 0,005 may be permitted; see 6.1.4.4 of IEC 60216-3).
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6.7 Thermal endurance graph and thermal endurance characteristics

Calculate the temperature ϑ1 corresponding to a time to end-point of 20 000 h (or such other
time τ1 chosen for the temperature index using equation (47) of 6.3.3 of IEC 60216-3).

In the same way, calculate the temperature ϑ2 corresponding to a time to end-point of 10 000 h,
or else τ1/2. The difference ϑ2 – ϑ1 is the value of the halving interval HIC.

Calculate the temperature ϑ3 corresponding to a time to end-point of 1 000 h, or else τ1/20.
Using the points ϑ1 and ϑ3 and their corresponding times, plot the thermal endurance
regression line on thermal endurance graph paper.

Using equations (46) to (50) of 6.3.3 of IEC 60216-3, calculate the lower confidence limits of
temperature estimate for times of 20 000 h, 1 000 h (or alternatives as in the previous
paragraphs) and at least five intermediate times. Plot these time-temperature pairs on the
thermal endurance graph and draw a smooth curve passing through these points.

On the same graph, plot the ageing temperatures, the times to end-point (measured or
hypothetical), and the mean times.

The thermal endurance characteristics are as derived in the calculations of 6.5 (see also 7.2
and 7.3 of IEC 60216-3).

6.8 Test report

The test report shall include

a) description of the tested material including dimensions and any conditioning of the
specimens;

b) the property investigated, the chosen end-point, and, if this is a percentage value, the
initial value of the property;

c) the test method used for determination of the property (for example, by reference to an
IEC publication);

d) any relevant information on the test procedure, for example, ageing environment;

e) the individual test temperatures, with the appropriate data:

1) for non-destructive tests, the individual times to end-point, with the graphs of variation
of property with ageing time

2) for proof tests, the numbers and durations of the ageing cycles, with the numbers of
specimens reaching end-point during the cycles

3) for destructive tests, the ageing times and individual property values, with the graphs
of variation of property with ageing time;

f) the thermal endurance graph;

g) the temperature index and halving interval reported in the format defined in 6.2;

h) the values of χ 2 and k − 1 if required by 6.3.1 of IEC 60216-3;

i) any first cycle failures in accordance with 5.1.2 of IEC 60216-3.
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7 Simplified procedures

7.1 Outline description of procedures

At a chosen temperature, the variations in the numerical value of a chosen characteristic (for
example, a mechanical, optical or electrical property: see IEC 60216-2) are determined as a
function of time (see 5.8).

The procedure is continued until the specified end-point value of that characteristic has been
reached, resulting in the time to end-point at that particular temperature.

Further specimens are exposed at a minimum of two other temperatures and the variations in
the relevant characteristic determined. It is recommended that test specimens be heated-aged
at three or four temperatures, and the time to end-point for each of the temperatures
determined.

When the data at all temperatures are complete, a thermal endurance graph is drawn, and a
relatively simple statistical calculation made, to assess whether the linearity of the graph
justifies the calculation of thermal endurance characteristics.

7.2 Experimental procedures

7.2.1 Choice of diagnostic test

The test chosen shall relate to a characteristic which is likely to be of significance in practice
and, wherever possible, use shall be made of test methods specified in international
standards (see, for example, IEC 60216-2). If the dimensions and/or form of the test
specimens are altered by the heat treatment, then only test methods which are independent of
these effects may be used.

7.2.2 Choice of end-point

For the selection of the end-point, two factors shall be considered:

a) the period of time for which a temperature index shall be estimated. For general purposes,
a period of 20 000 h is recommended; for special purposes, other times may be specified;

b) the acceptable change in value of the chosen characteristic. This value depends on the
conditions of use foreseen.

7.2.3 Test specimens

The dimensions and method of preparation of the test specimens shall be in accordance with
the specifications given for the relevant test method.

a) For a criterion requiring non-destructive testing, in most cases a group of five test
specimens for each exposure temperature is adequate.

b) For proof-test criteria, a group of at least 11 and possibly 21 specimens will be required
for each exposure temperature.

c) For a criterion requiring a destructive test, the minimum total number (N) of test
specimens needed is derived as follows:

N = a × b × c + d (4)

where

a is the number of specimens in a test group undergoing identical treatment at one
temperature and discarded after determination of the property (usually five);
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b is the number of treatments, i.e. exposure lengths, at one temperature;

c is the number of exposure temperature levels;

d is the number of specimens in the group used to establish the initial value of the property.
Normal practice is to select d = 2a when the diagnostic criterion is a percentage change of
the property from its initial level. When the criterion is an absolute property level, d is
usually given the value of zero, unless reporting of the initial value is required.

NOTE 1 If these rules lead to a very large number of specimens to be tested, it may be possible in certain cases
to deviate from the relevant test specifications and to reduce this number. However, it must be recognized that the
precision of the test result depends to a large extent on the number of specimens tested.

NOTE 2 Conversely, when the individual results are too scattered, an increase in the number of specimens may
be necessary in order to obtain satisfactory precision.

NOTE 3 It is advisable to make an approximate assessment, by means of preliminary tests, of the number and
duration of the ageing tests required.

7.3 Exposure temperatures

Test specimens shall be exposed at not less than three temperatures, covering a range
adequate to establish the temperature index by extrapolation with the required degree of
accuracy. The lowest exposure temperature shall be chosen so that the time taken to reach
the end-point is at least 5 000 h. Similarly, the highest temperature shall be chosen so that
the time taken to reach the end-point is not shorter than 100 h and preferably not more than
500 h (see note in 5.5, c)). The lowest exposure temperature shall not be more than 25 °C
above the anticipated TI.

If the temperature index sought is intended for a time other than 20 000 h, the lowest
exposure temperature shall be chosen so that the time taken to reach the end-point is at least
one-quarter of the time chosen for extrapolation.

Selection of appropriate exposure temperatures requires previously determined information
on the material under test. If such information is not available, exploratory tests may help in
selecting exposure temperatures which are suitable for evaluating the thermal endurance
characteristics.

7.4 Ageing ovens

For heat ageing, ovens shall be used that meet the requirements specified in IEC 60216-4, in
particular with respect to the temperature tolerances and ventilation rates of air exchange.

7.5 Procedure

In addition to the specimens to be exposed to heat-ageing temperatures, an adequate number
of test specimens shall be prepared

– for cases in which the accuracy requires heat ageing at an additional temperature,

– as reference specimens.

They shall be stored in an appropriately controlled atmosphere (see ISO 291).

7.5.1 Initial property values

When required, before the heat-ageing procedure is started, an initial test shall be made at
room temperature with the required number of specimens conditioned and tested in
accordance with the chosen test method.
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Thermosetting materials shall be conditioned for 48 h at the lowest exposure temperature of
the range selected.

7.5.2 Ageing procedure

Place the required number of specimens in each of the ovens maintained at the selected tem-
peratures.

If there is a risk of cross-contamination between test specimens originating from different
plastics, use separate ovens for each material.

At the end of each heat-ageing period, the required number of test specimens is removed
from the oven and conditioned, if necessary, under the appropriately controlled atmosphere
(see ISO 291). The test, in accordance with the selected test criterion, shall be carried out at
room temperature. After testing, in the case of non-destructive and proof tests, the specimens
shall be returned to the oven for further ageing.

Continue this procedure until the mean numerical value of the characteristic under
investigation reaches the relevant end-point.

7.6 Simplified calculation procedures

7.6.1 Times to end-point

For destructive tests for each exposure temperature and for the group removed from the oven
after each heat-ageing period, the mean value of the chosen property is plotted as a function
of the logarithm of the time of ageing (see figure 2). The point at which this graph intersects
the horizontal line representing the end-point criterion is taken as the time to end-point of the
temperature group.

For non-destructive tests, the value of property measured on each specimen after each
ageing period is plotted and the point at which this graph intersects the horizontal line
representing the end-point criterion is taken as the time to end-point of the specimen. The
time to end-point of the temperature group is the mean of the specimen times.

When applying a proof test, each ageing time shall be calculated as the mean of the times at
the beginning and end of the ageing period. The ageing time of the temperature group shall
be taken as the time of the ageing period in which the median failure on proof test takes place
(see also 6.3.2).

7.6.2 Calculation of the regression line

The ageing function assumed for the purposes of this standard is the equation relating
the absolute (kelvin) temperature Θ to the time needed for a fixed change in the value of
property, τ:

Θτ B/Ae= (5)

where

A and B are constants dependent on material and diagnostic test;

Θ is the absolute temperature, equal to ϑ  + Θ0;

ϑ  is the temperature in degrees Celsius (°C);

Θ0 = 273,15 K.
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This may be expressed as a linear equation:

bxay +=  (6)

where

y = ln τ

x = 1/Θ
a = ln A

b = B.

Given a group of paired x, y values, the values of a and b giving the best fit linear relationship
are determined from the x, y values:
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where k is the number of x, y values.

NOTE 1 Since most "scientific" calculators with "statistics" functions have regression analysis facilities, the
calculations implied by equations (5) to (7) above are executed by the calculator. It is important in this case that x
is entered as the independent variable and y as the dependent.

NOTE 2 It is usually possible with such calculators to enter the time and temperature values and convert them to
x and y before the summation is executed.

NOTE 3 Logarithms to another base (for example, 10) may be used but will affect the value to be used in 7.6.3.

7.6.3 Calculation of deviation from linearity

Calculate the coefficient of determination (square of correlation coefficient). Again, this can be
done in the regression facility of the calculator.
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Calculate the central second moment of the y values. This is equal to the square of the
standard deviation of y multiplied by (k-1)/k.
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Calculate the mean deviation of data points from the regression line:
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7.6.4 Temperature index and halving interval

If the value of sy obtained from equation (11) is less than 0,16 (or 0,0695 if using logarithms to
base 10) then the values of TI and HIC may be determined. If this condition is not satisfied,
then the deviations from the fundamental assumption are too great to allow the calculation.

( ) 0Θϑ −
−

=
a2ln

b
  (12)

Using equation (12), calculate the temperatures corresponding to values of τ (time in hours)
of 20 000, 10 000 and 2 000, designated ϑ20 000, ϑ10 000, and ϑ2 000 respectively.

Using the data pairs (ϑ20 000, 20 000) and (ϑ2 000, 2 000) draw the regression line on thermal
endurance paper to obtain the thermal endurance graph.

Calculate the values of TI and HIC:

TI = ϑ20 000, HIC = ϑ10 000 – ϑ2 000

NOTE If a value τ, different from 20 000 is used for the calculation of TI, replace 10 000 and 2 000 in the above
by τ/2 and τ/10.

7.6.5 Validity of simplified calculations

The calculation procedure given above is only valid when the numbers of data contributing to
the mean time to end-point for all temperature groups are approximately equal. In addition,
the procedure does not test the scatter of the test data for acceptability. For these reasons,
the result cannot be given the status of full statistical acceptance, and the procedure should
only be used when there is already satisfactory experience of the behaviour of the material in
thermal endurance testing.

In all cases of doubt, the fuller analysis described in 6.3 to 6.7 and IEC 60216-3 should be
carried out, especially if there is doubt about the acceptability of scatter of test data.

7.6.6 Test report

Make the test report in accordance with 6.8, reporting in the format

TIs = xxx, HICs = yy,y
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Table 1 – Suggested exposure temperatures and times

Exposure temperature
°C

Boxes: duration of exposure cycle in days

Estimated
value of TI

in range

°C
120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320 330 340 360

95-104 28 14 7 3 1

105-114 28 14 7 3 1

115-124 28 14 7 3 1

125-134 28 14 7 3 1

135-144 28 14 7 3 1

145-154 28 14 7 3 1

155-164 28 14 7 3 1

165-174 28 14 7 3 1

175-184 28 14 7 3 1

185-194 28 14 7 3 1

195-204 28 14 7 3 1

205-214 28 14 7 3 1

215-224 28 14 7 3 1

225-234 28 14 7 3 1

235-244 28 14 7 3 1

245-254 28 14 7 3 1

Further discussion and recommendations will be found in annex B.

NOTE 1   This table is intended primarily for cyclic proof testing and non-destructive tests, but may also be used as a
guide for selection of suitable time intervals for destructive tests. In this case, cycle times of 56 days, or even more,
may be required.

NOTE 2   When extending the test programme by submitting additional specimens to ageing at temperatures below the
lower of the originally planned ageing temperatures, a temperature interval of 10 K and a cycle duration of 42 days for
TI determination should be considered.
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Figure 1 – Property variation – Determination of time to end-point at each temperature
(destructive and non-destructive tests)
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Figure 2 – Estimation of times to end-point – Property value (ordinate, arbitrary units)
versus time (abscissa, log scale, arbitrary units)
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Figure 3 – Destructive tests – Estimation of time to end-point
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Annex A 
(informative)

Dispersion and non-linearity

A.1 Data dispersion

Tests for the acceptability of data dispersion are detailed in IEC 60216-3. The consequence of
excessively high data dispersion is that the lower 95 % confidence limit of TI is greater than
can be accepted, and, in these circumstances, the utility of a TI estimate is dubious.

If the data dispersion is not high through inadequate experimental technique, the effect of the
high dispersion can be overcome by the use of a larger number of data values, i.e. more test
specimens. This does not necessarily imply a complete repeat of the experimental work, since
it is possible (if material is available) to test further specimens and add the results to the
original data. These further tests may be at lower or intermediate temperatures but should not
generally be at higher temperatures than originally selected.

In the case of proof tests with incomplete data (usually censored at the median), it may be
possible to obtain a sufficient increase in data group size by continuing the exposure until
further test specimens have failed the proof test.

The size of the confidence interval is roughly proportional to the square root of the reciprocal
of the total number of data values.

A.2 Non-linearity

A.2.1 Mechanisms of thermal degradation

The model upon which the thermal endurance testing of electrical insulating materials
according to this standard is based is the applicability of the theory of thermally activated
chemical rate processes. This model is valid when the selected end-point of the diagnostic
property is correlated with a particular degree of molecular change in the material which is
subject to ageing. The validity of the model is, therefore, not dependent on the more stringent
condition of a linear relationship between the level of the diagnostic property and the degree
of molecular change.

In addition to the above-mentioned basic assumption, some general assumptions regarding
the chemical mechanisms of the thermal ageing must be satisfied.

a) The material or combination of materials should be uniform in the macro-physical sense.

b) The thermal degradation should proceed in a homogeneous phase.

c) The ageing reaction should be essentially irreversible.
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A.2.2 Non-linearity of data groups

Non-linearity of data is indicated by failure of the F-test in data evaluation, when at the same
time the data dispersion is large enough for the confidence interval of the result to be higher
than acceptable (see 6.3 of IEC 60216-3). It may arise from inadequate experimental
technique (for example, oven temperature errors); such non-linearity may be corrected by
further testing. However, in many cases, the deviations arise from the ageing behaviour of the
material; this happens with many thermoplastic materials or other materials where the ageing
temperature range includes, or is close to, a transition temperature of some kind, or where
there is more than one ageing mechanism at work.

In such cases, it may be possible to obtain an acceptable result by further testing at a lower
temperature. This will have the effect of decreasing the extrapolation, which is one of the
influences in determining the size of the confidence interval, and also make the errors
associated with the non-linearity less serious.

It is also possible that acceptable results will be obtained where further testing at a lower
temperature has been carried out by removing the results at the highest temperature(s), since
the deviations may only become significant at the higher temperatures.

If these expedients are not successful, it will be necessary to test at a temperature low
enough for extrapolation not to be required.
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Annex B 
(informative)

Exposure temperatures and times

Table 1 serves for the selection of ageing temperatures and cycle durations when planning a
thermal endurance test. The row in table 1 corresponding to the estimated TI shows
suggested ageing times in days at oven temperatures which appear at the head of the
respective columns. Early results of the ageing test may motivate an adjustment of ageing
cycles or additional ageing temperatures.

It is advisable to distinguish between

– cyclic and continuous ageing;

– destructive, non-destructive and proof tests for determination of the degree of
deterioration.

The following recommendations and suggestions may be found helpful in establishing the
ageing temperatures and times.

B.1 Temperatures

a) The highest exposure temperature should be one which will result in a median time to
end-point between 100 h and 500 h (see note to 5.5 c).

b) The chosen exposure temperatures should differ by equal intervals, normally by 20 K, if
the entire temperature range of the test is expected to produce the same ageing
mechanisms (see table 1). If this rule results in changes of mechanism Β for example,
when a transformation point like melting or softening is exceeded Β then the maximum
exposure temperature will need to be limited. In such cases, or if the value of HIC is
known or expected to be less than 10 K, the difference between the levels of ageing
temperature may need to be reduced, but to not less than 10 K (so that oven temperature
tolerance effects will be acceptable).

c) Selection of the exposure temperatures involves estimating or knowing beforehand the
approximate value of the temperature index of the material to be tested. If such
information is not available, preliminary screening tests may be performed to produce a
forecast of the value of TI.

B.2 Times

B.2.1 Cyclic ageing

For proof tests and non-destructive tests, it is necessary to minimize errors caused by
differences of handling, testing and thermal cycling between the groups exposed at the
selected temperatures. To achieve this, select the cycle length so that the mean or median
time to end-point is reached in about 10 cycles but not less than seven.

For non-destructive tests, although table 1 suggests constant cycle lengths, test times
following a geometric series may be used.
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B.2.2 Continuous ageing

For destructive tests, the ageing of each tested group is continuous, and it is therefore not
necessary that the mean times to end-point at the different ageing temperatures be reached
in approximately equal multiples of the cycle lengths given in table 1. However, the planned
number of groups of specimens at each temperature (see 5.3) should be at least five, 10
being preferred, if possible. The time interval between tests of groups should be planned so
that the results of at least two groups of specimens are available before the mean time to
end-point, and at least one after: the rate of change of property with time in this interval
should be reasonably linear. See 6.3.3 and IEC 60216-3.

B.3 Delayed groups of specimens

A sequential procedure may be justified when an unknown material is tested. In such cases it
is often convenient to start by loading the ageing oven with one-half of the prepared
specimens and performing measurements after the second or third exposure cycle of the
recommended series. After a few cycles, the remaining specimens can be placed in the oven
and the points on the ageing curve (property variation curve) (see figures 1, 2 and 3), which
are deemed necessary, determined.

A sequential procedure may also be justified where the envisaged accuracy of the evaluation
requires additional specimens to be aged, for example, in the case where the thermal
endurance relationship turns out to be non-linear. If the decision to extend the original test
programme is taken after its completion, the duration of the complete procedure may become
prohibitive. Instead, the trend of the thermal endurance relationship may be roughly estimated
after the first or second failure at the lowest ageing temperature of the original programme.
Ageing at lower temperature(s) of one or two additional group(s) of specimens in case of
suspected non-linearity can then be initiated immediately to produce the complete test data
within a time limit which is still acceptable.

A procedure which has frequently been found very useful involves the delayed introduction of
test groups following the sequence in the table B.1 below.

This example is based on nine test groups identified as A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I being
exposed at one temperature.

Five of the test groups are placed in the oven at the beginning of the sequence. After
successive delays (see table B.1, note a below), three further groups are added.
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Groups are tested as indicated in the table.

Table B.1 – Groups

Start of cycle Groups to be loaded into ageing oven Remove from oven and
test groups

1 B C D E F A (unaged)

2a G

3a H

4a I

5 B

9 C

13 D

17 E

21 F

a Delayed after start of cycle by a time equal to the sum of the conditioning time and the time taken for
testing a group.

If the end-point has not been reached after the testing of Group F, Groups G-I may be tested
after appropriate further ageing.

If end-point is reached in one of the Groups B-F, Groups G-I are immediately removed from
the oven and tested after conditioning. If, for example, Group C has reached end-point (nine
cycles), Groups G, H and I would have received respectively six, seven and eight cycles at
testing. In this way, the total amount of testing is reduced, without loss of discrimination.

These values are intended solely as illustration and may be changed as the work requires.
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Annex C 
(informative)

Concepts in earlier editions

C.1 Relative temperature index (RTI)

The relative temperature index was defined in the fourth edition of IEC 60216-1 as follows:

"The temperature index of a test material obtained from the time which corresponds to
the known temperature index of a reference material when both materials are subjected to the
same ageing and diagnostic procedures in a comparative test (see figure 3)".

In obtaining the RTI, the systematic errors observed in the determination of TI are to a large
extent compensated. The characteristic has now been made the subject of a new,
independent standard (in preparation).

NOTE 1 Figure 3 of the fourth edition is shown here as figure C.1.

NOTE 2 The above definition is not strictly compatible with the figure and also differs slightly from the definition
in the second edition.

C.2 Thermal endurance profile (TEP)

The thermal endurance profile was introduced in the second edition of IEC 60216-1 1) and
defined as follows:

"The thermal endurance profile consists of the two numbers corresponding to the tempera-
tures in degrees Celsius derived from the thermal endurance graph at 20 000 h and 5 000 h,
followed by a number corresponding to the lower 95 % unilateral confidence limit on the
temperature at 5 000 h."

It was deleted from IEC 60216-1 in the fourth edition, so that the halving interval could be
stated explicitly without confusion, and because it was felt that the actual value of a lower
confidence limit was not a very useful characteristic to be quoted for a material. It was felt to
be much more important that assurance could be given that the difference between the
calculated TI and its lower confidence limit was less than a specified value.

––––––––
1) IEC 60216-1:1974, Guide for the determination of thermal endurance properties of electrical insulating materials –

Part 1: General procedures for the determination of thermal endurance properties, temperature indices and
thermal endurance profiles
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(Adapted from IEC 60216-1, 4th edition, figure 3)
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          International Standard  Corresponding Indian Standard Degree of Equivalence

IEC 60216-4-1 : 1990 Guide for the
determination of thermal endurance
properties of electrical insulating
materials — Part 4: Ageing ovens
— Section 1: Single-chamber ovens
ISO 2578 : 1993 Plast ics —
Determination of time-temperature
limits after prolonged exposure to
heat

IS 8504 (Part 5/Sec 1) : 2012
Electrical insulating materials —
Thermal endurance properties:
Part 5 Ageing ovens, Section 1
Single-chamber ovens
IS 13360 (Part 6/Sec 22) : 2006
Plastics — Methods of testing:
Part 6 Thermal properties, Section
22 Determination of time-temperature
limits after prolonged exposure to
heat 

Identical to
IEC 60216-4-1 : 2006

Identical

The technical committee has reviewed the provisions of the following International Standards referred
in this adopted standard and has decided that they are acceptable for use in conjunction with this
standard:

International Standard        Title

IEC 60493-1 : 1974 Guide for the statistical analysis of ageing test data — Part 1: Methods
based on mean values of normally distributed test results

ISO 291 : 1997 Plastics — Standard atmospheres for conditioning and testing
ISO 11346 : 1997 Rubber, vulcanized or thermoplastic — Estimation of life-time and

maximum temperature of use from an Arrhenius plot

Only the English language text has been retained while adopting it in this Indian Standard and as
such the page numbers given here are not the same as in the IEC Publication.

For the purpose of deciding whether a particular requirement of this standard is complied with, the
final value, observed or calculated, expressing the result of a test, shall be rounded off in accordance
with IS 2 : 1960 ‘Rules for rounding off numerical values (revised)’. The number of significant places
retained in the rounded off value should be the same as that of the specified value in this standard.
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